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Introduction

In today’s digital world, small and mid-sized 
businesses are competing with established 
enterprises for the same customers’ mindshare 
and wallet share. In order to stay competitive, these 
companies need to spin up virtual teams quickly 
and provide them with the technology resources 
that allow them to work securely, efficiently, and 
productively. Digital workspaces help increase team 
efficiency, meet changing workstyle demands, and 
provide tangible bottom-line benefits. 

Organizations which implemented mobile 
technologies saw a 50% increase in productivity 
and a 39% increase in employee morale.1

31% of organizations listed “lack of  
cross-departmental collaboration” as a top 
challenge to creating a digital workspace.2

Since every minute and every dollar counts,  
businesses need to evaluate technology purchases 
based on clearly-defined criteria. They need to ask,  
“Will this technology…”

• Streamline workflows?
• Improve operational efficiencies?
• Make the organization more secure and compliant?
• Deliver the desired ROI?

With any technology implementation, it’s important 
to remember that your end users will determine your 
success. A poor user experience will have a negative 
impact on your bottom line. No CEO or CIO wants to 
allocate funds toward a technology initiative, only to see 
their users forgo it altogether and continue using legacy 
systems or rogue solutions. This results in wasted 
resources and ultimately more work for your IT teams. 

This white paper explores the issues that business 
decision makers face in determining the ROI of their 
technology investments. It also illustrates how  
investing in the right technologies can provide a  
positive impact on your ROI while positioning your 
business for future growth.

Avoid ROI reducers
While many businesses are adopting cloud-first business 
models, some are staying on the sidelines—sticking 
with traditional resources for collaboration and security. 

Grow revenue

Gain a competitive advantage

Improve business processes

Accelerate decision-making

Improve employee productivity
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Five top goals of overall digital workspace strategies3
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What they don’t realize is that by implementing the right 
technology, they can improve employee productivity, 
communication, and collaboration while simplifying 
operations. They can also minimize workflow inefficiencies 
and exposure to unnecessary security risks—both of 
which can potentially reduce your ROI.

$3.86 million  
The average cost of a data breach globally. 
That’s a 6.4% increase from 2017.4

#1 – Time inefficiency can increase the 
cost of existing resources, slow down 
business growth and waste valuable time
• Sharing large files via email requires outdated and 

inefficient workarounds due to file-size limitations.

• Companies with geographically dispersed workforces 
often find that their sensitive files are stored in 
multiple locations, often outside their IT teams’ 
visibility and control.

• Mobile employees, remote teams, and clients struggle 
to access the latest files and collaborate due to 
cumbersome processes or security procedures.

• Repetitive paper-based processes and approvals  
are inefficient and hinder decision making and 
business outcomes.

#2 – A lack of technology can expose 
companies to unnecessary risk

Without secure collaboration tools, sensitive files 
and data are shared among teams outside the IT 
organization’s visibility and control. This can lead to data 
breaches, ransomware, and compliance violations—all 
of which can lead to fines and penalties, as well as lost 
business and consumer trust.

• Sending sensitive emails and attachments without 
proper security factors in place such as encrypted 
email, multi-factor authentication, and password and 
login policies can lead to data leakage.

• Costly and disruptive IT requirements intended to 
enable and protect the business are distracting from 
revenue-generating work.

Drive ROI with a modern content 
collaboration solution
For emerging businesses, investing in the right 
technology can accelerate their growth and enhance 
their bottom lines. As more companies expand their 
workspaces with virtual teams and work-from-home 
policies, a good first step is to invest in a secure, flexible 
content collaboration solution—one that is easy to 
integrate and use. It should give you and your teams 
secure access to files, apps, and data from any device 
and any location to accelerate productivity.

Simplified access
A content collaboration solution should be flexible, 
allowing users to access encrypted files whether 
they’re stored in the cloud, on premises, or through a 
hybrid approach. It should not require any lengthy data 
migration initiatives or change your storage strategy. 
It should also link to external storage providers, like 
Dropbox and Google Drive, for a single point of access to 
all your files. This eliminates time wasted on emails and 
searching for files in multiple locations.

Flexibility

Today’s virtual teams want to work from any location, 
using the devices they choose. Investing in a content 
collaboration solution that is device- and location- 
agnostic enhances user adoption while reducing  
IT costs.
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Save  

$11,000 
The amount business save on overhead  
when they allow employees to work  
remotely part-time.4

Security

With an advanced content collaboration solution, you 
can establish permissions so only the right people have 
access to your data, inside and outside the company. IT 
maintains total control over data access, storage, and 
sharing across the organization—including the control 
to audit, track, and log all user activity to support 
compliance requirements and provide visibility into  
data usage.

Efficiency and integration

A content collaboration solution should seamlessly 
integrate into the business applications you already 
use every day—such as email or productivity apps. This 
helps facilitate end-user adoption and minimizes the 
chances of investing in a solution that goes unused.

Collaboration

Employees are looking for a secure and effective means 
of collaborating on work. However, they are faced 
with the complexity of collaborating with both internal 
and external resources with different processes and 
systems. A modern content collaboration solution like 
ShareFile lets you create secure, shared workspaces 
with colleagues, partners, and clients to give feedback 
and approval on documents. With RightSignature, 
you can digitize paper-based processes like signature 
approvals on contracts.

5 hours  
The number of hours per week that 90% of 
ShareFile users save by using the solution.5

Drive workspace efficiency and 
ROI with Citrix ShareFile and 
RightSignature
ShareFile uniquely addresses complex business 
challenges by offering flexibility, security, and 
productivity. No longer are employees required to be 
in a physical location, or only use a sanctioned device, 
to access certain files securely—even when mobile. 
This industry-leading cloud-based platform replaces 
or augments outdated systems and mobilizes multiple 
content repositories without the need for data migration. 

ShareFile’s built-in security features support regulatory 
compliance with end-to-end encryption and enforceable 
corporate data policies. By streamlining file sharing and 
document approval workflows with natively integrated 
RightSignature, employees and clients can collaborate 
efficiently, helping to boost your bottom line.

Up to  

80% 
efficiency improvements after replacing 
manual processes with digital technologies like 
e-signature solutions.6
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Share, store, sync and secure data anywhere and on any device

ShareFile key features

Feature Function Benefit

Connectors

Storage zone connectors for  
network shares and all cloud content 
repositories users access

Web/mobile access and sharing of data
stored in existing corporate network 
shares or ECM repositories

Eliminates the need for massive data 
migration, extends the benefits of mobile 
file sync and sharing services to existing 
content repositories, enhances workforce 
productivity

Office 365 connectors Access to SharePoint Online and OneDrive 
for Business

Enables secure access and editing for 
documents stored in SharePoint Online 
and OneDrive for Business

Personal cloud connectors Extend businesses’ data strategy to 
include third-party access to Box, 
Dropbox, Google Drive and OneDrive  
using Connectors.

IT can choose to enable this feature for a 
defined period and require users to 
migrate all corporate data from personal 
file sharing services to ShareFile or for 
communicating with third parties that have 
standardized on a different file sync and 
sharing service

Mobile apps

Citrix Files for Android and Citrix Files for 
iOS

Accessing data from any device including:
iPhones, iPads, Android Phones / Tablets,
Chromebooks and BlackBerry devices

Securely access data from mobile devices.
Support for multiple devices to meet each
company’s specific needs.

Mobile editing

Mobile and web app editing with Microsoft
Office 365

Open and edit files stored in ShareFile
without desktop versions of Microsoft 
Office (requires Office 365 License)

Enables quick and easy collaboration from
any browser, computer or mobile devices,
saving time and increasing productivity

E-signature

Legally-binding e-signatures Obtain legally binding signatures on
documents entirely online

No software to download or install, and it 
can be accessed from any computer or 
mobile device

File check-in/check-out

File check-in/check-out Allows users to lock a file while  
making changes

Supports collaboration scenarios

Office 365 editing

Mobile and web app editing with Microsoft
Office 365

Open and edit files stored in ShareFile
without desktop versions of Microsoft 
Office (requires Office 365 License)

Enables quick and easy collaboration from
any browser, computer or mobile devices,
saving time and increasing productivity

36% 
increase in revenue

30% 
cost reduction

23% 
reduction in risk6

Line-of-business executives and managers estimated that fully automating their document-driven business 
processes would yield a:
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Feature Function Benefit

Outlook plugin

Citrix Files for Outlook and Gmail Integration with email clients to converts
attachments into links

Simplifies large file sharing both inside  
and outside the organization. Eliminates 
file size restrictions. Users can convert all 
attachments into links by default; specify 
minimum file size for conversion. Users  
can also request files from co-workers  
or third parties by providing a link to 
upload attachments

Workflows

Feedback and approval workflows Collaborate on documents, generate 
approvals directly from the document

Allows users to collaborate and generate 
approvals and legally binding signatures  
in real time

Custom, automated workflows Ability for users to define business  
rules which can be used either within a 
workflow or as a trigger for initiation or 
task transition

Solution that goes beyond addressing 
mobility needs, but also supports 
requirements that drive workflows. 
Provides a collaborative workspace  
where anyone can securely exchange, 
track, edit and e-sign content with 
unlimited cloud storage

Encrypted email

Encryption in storage and in transit  
(email/shared links)

Transferring files through ShareFile Ensuring files are shared over a secure 
SSL/TLS connection and stored at rest 
with AES 256-bit encryption

Multi-factor authentication

Two-step/mandatory two-step verification Multi-factor authentication and forced
authentication features

Admins can increase the security around
authentication

Single sign-on and federated identity Enterprise directory integration though
policy-based administration within the 
User Management Tool

Simplifies and accelerates role-based
provisioning and deprovisioning. Enforces
two-factor authentication and helps 
monitor service levels and license usage

Login and password policies

Passcode lock Require users to enter a passcode IT has the ability to require users to enter 
a passcode every time the user wants to 
access their ShareFile account on a mobile 
device, making it easier for users to access 
their data while ensuring unauthorized 
access is denied

Sources:

1. Tchkotoua, Chalva. “3 Advantages of Enterprise Mobility Management for 
SMBs.” NaviSite. 11 Jan. 2016. - https://bit.ly/2pCjrjc

2. CMS Wire: The State of the Digital Workspace  
Report - https://bit. ly/2A1c3Gw

3. The Digital Workplace Report: Transforming Your Business. Understanding the 
trends that are driving the workplace evolution - https://bit.ly/2C5nE8Q

4. Ponemon Institute, the 2018 Cost of a Data Breach Study

5. 2017 State of Telecommuting in the U.S. Employee Workforce

6. https://www.forbes.com/forbesinsights/adobe_e-signatures/index.html

7. TechValidate

See the full ShareFile feature matrix.

https://www.navisite.com/resource-center/blog/3-advantages-enterprise-mobility-management-smbs
https://www.cmswire.com/research/
https://hello.global.ntt/en-us/insights
https://www.forbes.com/forbesinsights/adobe_e-signatures/index.html
https://www.sharefile.com/content/dam/sf/pdf/en/resources/sharefile-pricing-comparison.pdf
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Conclusion
Citrix ShareFile allows organizations to simplify  
and optimize IT resources while providing a secure, 
flexible, and productive digital workspace. It provides 
your teams and clients with real-time, secure access to 
business-critical data, documents, and files – allowing 
them to communicate and collaborate anytime, 
anywhere, and from any device. Because not all small 
businesses intend to stay small.

Try ShareFile for free for 30 days. 
Visit www.sharefile.com to learn more.

http://www.sharefile.com/

